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I am lack 
of ideas

I feel 
ashamed of 

teaching 
boring 
classes 

I need 
more 

experience
Teaching is 

hell

Teaching is 
killing me

Please do 
me a favor

Any ideas 
on 

resources?

Tell me 
what to do

TEACHER’S PROBLEMS 



Creativity



The coin has two sides Success is in small details



Disclaimer

•The content is the product of my creativity so 
do not forget to give me a credit while using it. 

•Take it as a prelude to the topic.



Outline

• iTask
•How to become a creative English teacher?
• iTask
•Quiz
• iTask
•Q & A



In your mind who is the most 
creative teacher?



Success is in small details

Feruz’s philosophy 





Work on 
details 



•Classroom setting 
•Resources 
•Management 
•Teaching techniques 
•ECAs 







Resources





Techniques



Techniques



Techniques



ECAs



How often 
do you 

reflect on 
your 

mistakes?



Self-
reflection



•How would you teach the same class differently?
•How well would you teach the same class?
•What novelties are you able to integrate into 
teaching the same class in the future? 

3 key questions 



How would you teach the same class 
differently?

•Things that went wrong 
•Anticipations & emergencies 
•Progress-focused teaching 



How well 
would you 

teach the same 
class?



What novelties are you able to integrate into 
teaching the same class in the future? 



Embrace 
failures





•Be a risk taker 
•Take one step at a time 
•Talent is key, but impossible is nothing
•Do it for pleasure 
•Aspire to be the best version of yourself   





Best TESOL Teacher Award







Be 
receptive 



Ideas  

•Stay tuned  
•Accept, do not reject  
•Listen more  

















•Aspire to inspire  
•Think outside the box   
•Dare to dare   

Directions







COFFEE KLATCH, CHINA





POTLUCK SERIES, CHINA 



PIZZAMANIA, NANCHANG, CHINA









Share your key takeaways from the 
webinar in comments



Contacts

•Feruz Akbarov (LinkedIn)
•Feruz Akbarov (Facebook)
•Feruz Akbarov (YouTube)
• insta_feruz (Instagram) 



See you again


